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Pyongyang 4, p.240, Han, 4, p.273.

p.460, 23:29a) • HsYm Ching-tzu (I ~f}' :HsUn-tzu) says: vJith regard to the

army of moral men (jen-jen chih Ping"z.-).......i--~), \vhen you gather them

together you form them into tSU(~ oS-man units), and x when you scatter

them out (go out to battle), you formthem into rakks.~ (note ••• )

is cut to pieces. Hhen
shalp point

like the slutxlllHKSX of a s\vord, so t hat anyone who attacks them (tang chih

che '~~ ) is destroyed and scattered (WOUnded.2l )(note ••• )

If when they are drawn up in a circle, they are lined upqlN square and

true, then they will be X~ as strong as a foundation stone (flat stone),

and any force that runs up against them will be defeated (~~ )

(note: To have them square and true when drawn up in a circle means that

they are not to move, so that they will be as immovable as a large

stone.) (end net e)

HsUn-tzu discussed military tactics with Lin-mU-ChUn(Dfjf~~~

general of the state of Ch'u) before Hsiao-ch'eng wang (1t~1- ) of the

state of ChaO(~ ). ~ The king said: I would like to ask you about

23:29b) the essentials of military affairs. Hsun-tzu responded: The essence

(of mil tary affairs) depends on the people.tixxXm In the army of moral

men (jen-jen~ ~ ), those above and below are of one mind. The three

armies (the whole force) combines its strength,~~he relationship

of a subject (mintyter) to his lord, and the attitutde of xxwbordinates

to superiors is like the way sons and younger brothers treat their

fathers and elder brothers, or like the hands and arms guard the head and

~ eyes, or cover the chest and stomach. Therefore, the essentials

of armies (military affairs) is to be found in relying on the people,

) 11and thatls all there is to it. The people of the state o:u Ch'i<~

esteemed military ability and they gave cash awards to anyone who brought
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p.460, 23:29b) one head (of an enemey), but this was not the right way to reward people.

(~KH mu ponsang Ya~~~~~(note: •• The men of Ch'i called

bra~~d strong men who attacked and cut off the heads of the enemy,

kigy(Sk( ~ ) ••• If a man cut off one head, then the official
1\ 1~

gave him a cash award. The term ponsang(~ yL ) means that

reuards are received for the Same acts of merit. If a man cut off

a head, then even though the battle ~as lost, he still was given a reward.

And if he did not cutx off a head, then even though the battle was won,

he \vas not given a reward. This is vJhat was meant by the phrase, llthere

\oJas no basic (properr) weward systemll.)(end note)

If then the battle was a small affairand the enemy was Weak~)(ts'Ui)'
then you can wi th pleasure use this method (yil k' e yung ye..f:!l;L ~ \~~ ),
but if it was a major battle and the enemy waS strong, then your men would

scatter in confusion. This is the kind of army that would lead to the

loss of a state (destruction of a nation, mangguk chi py(Sng t.~ L~_ ).
This (kind of an army) is similar to one that would be recruited by

going to the market place and hiring men

The mRNXmtxxkK s ta te of Hei (~ )
(J~~

soldiers) who are recruited according to

to fight.

has its wu-tsU(~~ :strong
standards f

XRgHtNKX~NK. (note: They

23:30a)

select man who are brave in fighting and call them wu-tsu. liTo select
')

them according to XRgudxUImX standards (to ch'wi chi l!.~'2-) means

that they select them according to standard about whether their skills

and strength are long or short (good or bad).)(end note) They clothe

them with three types of armor (note. expaains the names for three

pieces of armor that cover t he top, Ijiddle and lower parttion of the body
bow.

and are connected together), and they hold 12 stones' worth of~

(note ••• weighs 120 kun--used to calculate the strength needed to pull

the bow) They have 50 arrows and the keep their spears above (them).

They wear helmets on their heads (t~ ~ ) and have swords at their waist

and are provided with 3-days rations of food. They can march 100 li in a day.
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p.460, 23 ;30a) If they pass the test (chungsi tic~ ), then their households are
J.~~}J they are given lands

exempted from taxation (pok ki ho ~~~/. ), and the' laQds and
with privilege (li ki chon-t'aek 7f: l.+J (~)

houses are treated beneficially. Even though their v a~d vigor

(strength) declines after several years, their tax exemptions and
(lands and houses)
privileges are not taken away from them. Even though (responsibilities

for military service) are changed and given to Someone else, there is

and

) means that

no change (in their exemptions and g rants) which are left

(note; the phrase, li ki chon't'aek ('*'J f ~ ~
alone.

r
I

[fr.

they are granted land and houses to convenience or benefit them••• )

As a result, no matter how great the territory (that the state of I.lei

possesee), their tax revenues must shrink. And this is the kind of

army (military system) that will place a state in danger. (note: Because

the state's reaources become impoverished, that's why the state will

be in danger.)(end note) ~ WI
In the $e of Ch'in, the common people live in a st~J~~rty

jJ-, ~ , demands made on them for service
<,J--f:tU ), SnIT"; the officials who command them ~Kam;{Fl are cruel

and fierce (ki saminya kOngy~h~~~~~ ). (note: The

hrase ('~~means that the people of Ch'in live in a place

that is steep and strong. The term druel and ierce means that

they are given severe punishments.)(end note) They kEHsXX~FlXHXXxxxxxto

)

aHma!H:~~~ make them accustomed to what

they want by giving them honors and rewards (4':ti.zJ~·A~W
and they control them by the use of punishments (~iJLI)\i11J~
(note: Ch'iU(~ ) means Chih(~ :make them dependent?) (end note)

They make it so that the people have no choice but to fight for the

benefit of the king(ruler) (~\tfffLt~~~~J:%rf~~m

)

) ,

When they act meritoriously they are given rewards; they select the best

men and make the chiefs of the wu-chia( f.$.. )and put them in charge

of 5 families. (above is Pyongyang, 4, 242; Han, 4, 276 translates this

as; They regard one another as superior by meaas of merit and wewards , and

if someo e cuts off 5 heads of the enemy, he gets command over 5 families.)
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p.460, 23:30a) (note: Those that perform meritorious acts are rewarded. The phrase
d 1 • ./

sasangjang( ~_~~~ means that if they obtain 5 armored heads, then

5 amilies in the local Village are attached to them for service) (end note)

This (system) is the best way to get an army with many strong men that

will last for a long time. Nevertheless, soldiers who plan to obtain rewards

and seek profit has never been the way to have a stable (secure) system

and proper moral standards. (note: anje(~~~) meaas to be secure

in your institutions and not try to exceed the limits of propriety.

Th7 phrase $..~Jj means to be extremely proper in one's behavior so
/'rh

that one's mind never commits wrong (thinks in error, of wrongdoing)(end

note) •

23:30b)

. .~Jt;l
Therefore, the skilled fighters (~yoki~J ) of the state of Ch'i

HKXK are no match fnr the wu-tSU(~~ ) soldiers of the Wei, and

the \'lU-tzu soldiers of Hti are not match for the sharp troops (!li1v~) of

Ch'in, $nd the sharp troops of Ch'in are no match for the proper and

MM' ~:
well regulated (chol-che~r.:yll) armies of Duke Huan of Ch'i(\jtl )

or Duke Hen of Chin( ~ ttJ ). The proper and well regulated troops

of Dukes Huan and Hen are not match for the humane and ritheous soldiers

of Kings T'ang( ~ ) and Wu(~ J. The reason for this is that

(in the CaS6G of the lesser armies), they~ recruit men by dragging

them out (by force), or (by paying them) or (they train them) in the

ways of deception (deceiving people) and pursui~ profit (note •.• )

It is by virtue and moral transformation (li-i chiao-hua) that one

unifies annies (ch'i Chih~ 2.J (note: The means of unifying the men

is to get their minds to be obed~ent.)(end note) Therefore, if the soldiers

(armies) are greatly united, then you can control the world; if they are

only slightly united, you can control your neighboring enemies. If

your armies are recruited by force or by the payment of money, or

if they are trained in decpetion and the pursuit of profit, there will

be no telling Which will win or which will lose; there will be nothing to choose
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p.460, 23:30b) between them. These are what are called bandit armies (troops); a

princely man (chUn-tzu) would not act that way (pu yu(frll ).
(note: The king also asked (HsUn-tzu) about generals, and Hsun-tzu

replied: You want to keep your commands strictly (want to have them

strictly obeyed), you use awe (dignity) to do it; and if you want

to have rewards and punishment, you must use trust. If you want your

buildings to be XXxEX~ drawn up in a circle (for defense), you must make

them strong. If you want your troops to advance and retreat in JllfJllXE:

security (stability), be heavy (weighty). If you want your men to

move quickly to spy on the enemy and XKKXK observe changes in the

situation, you want them to be deeply quiet (secret). If you want

the troops formed into ranks when they meet the enemey and join in

battle, you must defim1tely carry out what we know (are clear about)

and do not do what we are doubtful about. The above are called the

6 tactics. (sul) You must not have (men, generals?) who are covetous

(of booty?) and dislike stopping (on command). You must not have men

whoare lazy when there is a victory and who are forgetful of what it is

to be qefeated. You must not have (commanders) who are stern at home

but easygoing on the outside (regard the fore~ners lightly?). You must

not have those who seek profit and are not thoughtful of the harm involved.

When you give thought to affairs, you must do it thoroughly, and when

you use resources, you must be liberal. These are what are called the

5 handles of authority (chl~anll1F~.

It may be all right to kill, but you cannot allow (your forces) to

p.461, 23:31a) stop in an unsafe (unprotected) place; it may be all right to kill, but

you canlt allow an attack to take place when there is no chance of winning.

It may be all right to kill, but you cannot allow the common people to be

.-.t::,.
deceived. These are what a re called the san-chih( l- t... :3 utmosts).

The accomplishment of all affairs must depend on being serious in their

execution. Failure must be a product of laxity in doing them.
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~E«mamemiugm~¥ If your seriousness is victorious over your laziness, then

you ~re lucky. If your laziness is victorious (is greater than?) your

seriousness, then you will be wiped out. If your planning is greater

than your desire, things will follow (your desires, what you want), but

if your desires exceed your planning, then you ~l1ill be ruined. Attack

is like defesense, being onfue move (march) is like the attack,

would like to ask what

- .=-U' - \~4,tl
(wangja chi kunje ':t--jcl :t..Jf~).

laxity, and such men will be called the generals of

~ h~'~
Lin Hu-caiin (~~v\r1,) said: Very good. I

constitutes the military system of a true king

doing something because of merit is like being lucky. Carefully carry
ogw~n

out this 6 meth ds, 5 authoritEes and 3 requisites (yuksul ~g»R samchi

?'~~*~raf.J" carry them out with respect and seriouess and without

the world.

Hsiin-tzu replied: (When) the generals die while beating their

drums (chang sa kU~~~ when the hacse riders (cavalry) die hnlding

the raXgKS reins of their horses (yu ssu pe~~~; when the officials
~1..)tv ~n the ranks

die at their posts (jobs); when the shih-ta-fu die on the march--(that's

the way things should be?). When the men hear the sound of the drum, they

advance,iillIld \l1hen they hear the sound of the bell (gong), they x retreat.

Those who follow orders are regarded as the best; those who have performed

meritorious deeds are RRXXxXHR regarded as the next best men. They do

not kill the old and the weak; they do not hunt in fields we~e plants

are gxsNiRgx planted; they do not take prisoner those who submit, and

they do not pa rdon thos e who resis t (ke. ky~k~ ). f:they do not

capture those who run for their lives (Punmy~ng~~ ,and when

they execute (cut off the heads of people), it is not the common people

cause the people to rebel that they execute. Any of the people who protect

bandits are also bandits. Those who submit to k the blade live, and

those who resist it, dia Those who run for their lives, you tax. You can
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p.46l, 23:3la) carry out executions, but you cannot attack a city and butcher the

people if they do not fight. You do not move the army secretly and

you do not stay among the people for a long time, and when moving the army,

you do not exceed the deadlines. It is for that reason that people

who cause confusion enjoy their administration, and those who cause

discontent among their superiors want to get their

('h~ ~)Lin \,iu-chUn said: Good. Then Chen? ff\..~

(and drive them Ql t)?

asked: Hhen former

kings d~scussed armies ( military affairs), they regarded virtue

and righteousness as the root. But if that is so, then of what use

are armies (soldiers)?

Hsun-tzu replied: Humaneness is to be sparing of other people

and for that reason to dislike~ doing harm to others.

Righteousness is to act in accordance with correct principle and therefore

to dislike causing confusion to others. Therefore, the purpose of armies

(soldiers) is to prohibit cruelty and to eliminate harm, it is not

for people to contend with one another to take away (each other's

property, land?). )(end note)

--. Yang Uei-Shan(~~:powerful man of the oung dynasty)

said: Since the tirlle \vhen the YelloH Emperor establish the chiU-~ng(~ *-) system upon which the admia st ratim of military affairs

depended, down through the ages they have followed this. In the Chou

) .
), and when they were sent out (tought),

liang, chiln, and shih("~1TY~~
love one another, and in administering

wu,

They~~re made to protect and

/J
dynasty it became more detailed. Hhen the troops were living at home (chU).t )

the~ they were fI!lXMlUilx organized into pi, lU, tsu, tang, chou, and hsiang

:~~!~I
23:31b)

punishments and giving out rewards, they used a uniform standard for both.

The Son of Heaven, during peacetime would conduct three hunts every year

for the purpose of making ancestral offerings, feeding his guests and

providing for his kitchens~ and that was all. Even though this system
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p.46l, 23:3lb) lax and incomplete, nvefertheless the king personally (went to the hunting

or training field) with his drum in hand in order to teach the troops

how to sit and stand, advance and retreat. If there were any who didfnot

follow orders, they \.ere Rxe.KK.1tmax punished or executed. So strictly

was training conducted that when the soldiers of the 6 hsiang went out

(to fight), in every case they won a victory, and the reason for it was

because regulations were carried out strictly from the first

(wiry~ng so haeog go ya \1~t-~~11 ~t--
It has been a long time since the chiu-ching system (JG--~ )was

abolished and we cannot recombine soldiers and peasants (into one), but

we must study the system of military organization of the wu, liang, chlin,

and Shih(11l. Vf1 f ~'t )and see to it that in peacetime they I"""'"

protect and love one another and that they are either punished or rewarded.

If we use them at time of war, then we should instruct them in the

commands to be ussed to the troops, and require that they know what

the order of flags and commands are. Those Hho do not follm. orders must

be executed withoon pardon so that the officers and men will stand in

awe of us and not be in awe of (afraid of) the enemy; and only then can

(the men) be used (as good soldiers). If the method of organizing the

men into ranks is not put in order, then even if you have an army of

a million men, it would be like raising a bad boy--you can1t use him

HsUn-tzu
243, says ~) says:

23:32a)

(for anything) (xx they muld be useless).

The tradition (ChO~ :Pyongyang , 4,

"The sharp troo~of Ch1in were no match for the proper and well-regulated

(xkikK Ch~lCh;~r ~j) troops of the states of Ch'i and Chin; and the

proper and regula. ted troops of Chi i and Chin were no match for the

humane and righteous troops of Tl ang and Hu." In my opinion, even though

you have troops that are humane and righteous, if you are lacking in

proper oreer and

take a victory.

regulation (cholche),

:tf
The Kan -shih?(l1 ~

"1r

then you still won1t be able to

) chapter (of the Shu-chigg) says:
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and
p.461, 23:32a) "If you are on the left,/you do not attack the left, then you are

not following orders; if you are on the right and do not~tack fue right,

then you are not following orders. EXecute anyone,~ together with

their family, who does not
~.

The Mu-shih?( LU.' ~rl(j- ,~

follow orders."

) section of the £h Shih-ching says: "Don't

23:32b)

go more than 6 or 7 paces and then stop and unify (your ranks there).

Don't go beyond ~ 4,5,6, or 7 ataacks, and then stop and unify

kh
your ranks there. II xXtXk erders and regula tions (cholche ~r fbj )
HSXxXxXEXxxx were as strict as this, and for this reason the sages

wrote this down inthe classics in order to provide a method for futu~

generations. Thus Chu-ko Liang( chu-ku K'Ung-mi'E~i£ ~s}\ C'fi1)
said:! IIIf you have well regulated troops (yu chih chih Ping~~)i~,

then even if your generals are hapless, you cannot lose, but if your

troops are not well ordered (regulated), then even though you have

::~ec::::r::::~~tp:::~~ca:h::g:::so:tt::a:::::rnHan) said to
Han Wen-ti: At the present time the Hu (~~/:> people (in the north)

have in several places changed their herds and conducted their hunts
~

below the strategic places (on our frontier), sometimes reaching Yen(~

Ho-pei) or Tai( l-t' :Shan-hsi), m or the northern area (pei-ti'~~
Shang-chUn(t f.l f)' and Lung-hsi<~~@) areas. They have come
because we have few soldiers on the frontier. If the emperor does not

do something to save the situation, then the people livigg on t he frontier

will lose hope. If you only send out a few men to save them, then it

won't be enough, and if you send out a lot of soldiers, by the time

they arrive at the far-off districts, the Hu barbarians will also

already have departed. If you gather the troops together and x do
(bring them back)

not dismiss them, this will cause deep problems, while if you do dismiss

them all (to return home), then the Hu barbarians~ will return again.

If this goes on for seveTal
years, then China 'II

W1 become impoverished
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p.461, 23:32b) and the people will not be at ease. (secure). If the emperor wwere

fortunately to be concerned about the frontier and send generals and

officials and troops in order to control the strategic places, this would
even though

be of very great benefit. However, ~ order the troops in the far-off

regions to defend the strategic places for one year, you still cannot

tell what the Hu-jen barbarians will do, so it is not as good as

selecting people to be permanent residents of the frontier, to have them

build their homes there and cultivate the fields and to make preparations

for defense. Have them build high walls and depp moats and first

make their houses and prepare agricultural tools and give them clothing
Briving their her

and food for winter and summer. Then if the Hu barbatians come KaxxxXaKk,

they will be able to stop them, and you can take half their herds and

give them to the hsien magistraee as payment (reward) to the people

(who live on the border). If things are don like this, then the tm~ns

and villages will be able to save each other , and even if the Hu barbarians

come, they will not avoid (rt1king) death (to fight them). This will be

because they will want to preserve their relatives and increase their wealth.

This would be 10,000 times more effective than bringing in soldiers from

the eastern regions who are not used to the terrain and who in their hearts

would be afraid of the Hu people.

(note: ChIao Ts'o also said: If the emperor fortunately recruits

people to follow one another off to the frontier in order to strengthen

the strategic places and has them settle down in military c~nps, this

p.462, 23:33avill cost less than sending an army there, and it will be of great benefit.

The lower officials should sincerely be able to fulfill the emperor's

warm intentions and carry out his clear methods and preserve and take

pity on the old and week among the soldiers (p men). They should treat

the young able-bodied men well and pacify their minds and not oppress them.

As for those who get there first, if they rest at ease and in happiness

and do not think of their old home towns th th
. ' en e poor people will recruit
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p.462, 23:33a) each other and e urge each other to go. I hear that in ancient times

they moved people 0 the distant frontiers in order to fill up the broad

and empty spaces, and that the ancients established hsien along the

frontier in order to prepare defenses against the enemy.:¥: \.fuen the

people got there, they had places to live, and places to cultivate.

This was the reason why the people took lightly the fact that they were

leaving their old home villages and urged people to go to the new towns.

They had 5 families form into wu ( 12-. ), and they were orgznied further

into 10 lien( ~). The people of a single town shared life and death

and aided one another and their homes were completely secure, and this

was the reason that the people were happy in these places and had

the desire to live thet~ for a long time. While they ~ere at home (during

peacetime), they practice the methods of shooting, a nd when they ~lent out

(to fight)(hunt?), they instructed them in ways of meeting the enemy,

axll1!Jlxm;am:laWUl.JItIluDIbailJl1XlX~lWtLHID:xmmfml~XIf the soldiers and

5-family units are in order in the inside (at home), then the army will

be correctly determined on the outside (on expeditions); they will

follow instructions (training) and gather in plentiful harvests. Do not

allow them to move to other places. When they are children, they will

play with one another, and when they are grown up, they will share the

same tasks, and if during night fighting they recognize the sound of

each other's voices, then this will enable them to help one another.

If in the daytime they recognize each other by sight, then this will

help them to k»mK recognize each other, and they will be happy and love

one another, which will help them to share death together. And if you

encourage them with liberal rewards and overawe them with heavy punishments,

then they will move to the front tousk death against the enemy

and will not retrace their steps (rerteat).)(end note)
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p.462, 23;33a)--. LU Chih(~t )said to Te-tsung of the T'ang (780-805); "If

a (true) king wants to defend his territory (feng-chiang~~\, md

guard against the invasions of the northern barbarians, then he

should select the soldiers of the frontier garrisons and statione them

(there) • In a ncient times, those (rulers) who were good at

selecting and stationing men (on the frontier) definitely distinguished

what XkKXXNkKX was appropriate to the area, investigated the talents and

abilities (of the men), knew their likes and dislikes, and in using

their strength did not ~olate their natures; unified their customs and

did notmake any changes in what they did best; drew in (selected) the best

(men) and did not hold them responsible for things they weren I table to
thei r defec ts ?

do; prohibited them from doing wrong, but did not place them in the

position of doing things they didn't want to do; and Xh when they were

23:33b) serving in the ranks, provided for the security of their af families.

Only after doing the above were they able to ensure that they were

happy in their homes and fixed in their wills. by treating them with

benefolent kindness, they were impressed and did not act arrogant. By

treating them with majesty (dignity), ~~XXmHmXw~~ they were respectful

and not resentful. And HXHHX~ they did not exert close supervision
used a slack (rein on them) in

over them, but iRxxXkHmxk~HtxxH«, and still/the defense of the borders

there were not of divided mind? <1*t ). This is why when t hey were

on defense, they were strong, and when on the attack, they were powerful.

These tactics (SU1~~;methods, used by former kings in handling

soldiers along the frontier) were unparalleled in their convenience to the

people, and that was all there was to it.
stationed in permanent .~ .

At the present time, we require soldiers/iN military camps (tlun-shih~~)

to perform.military service in far-off fx~x: regions to defend the frontiers.,~ ~
vJe ask (~) them to do what they are not capable of doing; we force

them to do what they don1t want to x do; we expand their numbers without

studying how they are to be used; we ma~ them responsible for effort without
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p.462, 23:33b) investigating XkKtxxx~gxxtthesituation' as to whether they can do

it or not). Even though we can use them as wing-guards in ceremonies,

they are of no true utility in defending the border. Why is this so?
a \'lide area

The land of the remote frontier ~ a thousand li away and is

a lonely place (~~*,,). The cold winds cut into your flesh;

the \-lovl es and tigers live all around. During the daytime t he men

have to carry their weapons (01 t tD the fields) when the cultivate them,

and at night, they have to stand gaard by the beacons to keep watch

(over the enemy) fearful that they may be attacked. They have no

rest from their labors. Unless (these border soldiers) are born

in the area and get used to the climate, see each other as children

and are at ease when grown up, then they cannot live there in peace

(at ease) and stop the enemy.

In the Kuan-tung area (l~~~ :at present, Ho-nan and Shan-tung)

there is lush growth (vegetation) and the pH~ men wear lUKuriant

cloths and have plenty to eat; compared to the frontier regions, theirx

lives are as different as heaven and earth. When they hear (they are to

be stationed) in the remote frontier where it is barren, they frown

from bitterness (like they had gooseflesh). When they hear about the

strong "prisoners ll (aliens) living ml'Uddm in the strong frontier nations,

23:34a) Kxk they gx tremble with fear. And yet still we make them leave

their families and abandon their fields and homes and xagxxa force them

to think sweetly of what they regard as bitter and fight~ainst those

they regard with fear. If we expect them to be of same use, are we
I

\~not indeed being careless (negliglent: so Vjll....-)?

Furthermore, even though we have period where we allow them to rest

and mgg~ fu 1.

1j~~J

with regard to their provisionsm d supply,

and new troops to take their place, yet we a have 0 good system for
;; bt - ~

organizing and regulating them (t1ongje chi son ?lLVY~,.2.....;~ . And

tf/J
r 71 1ax

~ktxxxEaiExke as arrogant chidlren.
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p.462. 23:34a) When they advance (onfue attack), we do not demand the~ they win

a victory; and when they retreat, we do not control them with strict

regulations. They count on their fingers (the number of days bef~~e)

they will return (home) and stretch their knecks to see when the food is

coming. If the army is once cut off and injured, then they

take advantage of the dangerous situation taxkR and the confusion

to spread out along the road and return home to t he east. hJhen they

are at home in peace, they squander <scratch away and waste, toanm~~ )

their provisions which they have stored up and use it for

idle ~ld superfiliuous activities, and when they have to approach danger,

they abandon their walls and garrisons and by this means shake up the

entire region. These aevils cannot help but be o~n advantage.
train armies (chih-ping t{'i- __ )

If this is the \vay \ve manage soleiers (military affairs), then it

can be said that we have erred in what we have done.

It is my stupid opinion tnt we ought to abolishe the distant

frontier posts in the four quarters of the empire and have the Chieh-tu
!AI} ~ men as volunteers and statim
(~~f l~ :regional commanders) recruit strong MHR~them

on the frontier (men Willing to be stationed on the frontier). The

emperor should order the financial agencies to buy oxen in the marketplaces
and

and send them to the frontier stations (t'un) XE completely provide

food and weapons to the men. When (the oxen) arrive, each familxy

should be given 1 ox and one year's worth of food to two people.

He should give them seed and urge them to cultivate it. Then in ~:s

one year's time they will become self sufficient and will be rested

from the rigors of military service obligations, and also tb&xe~

we will cut down on the evils involved in transporting (equipment and

fomd) to the frontiers. Then when the troops are sent out to fight, each

23:34b) man \olill be fighting for himself, and \vhen they are stationed at home

each family will cultivate their own fields. Compared (to the present)

situation where men are stationed on the frontier for short periods of

to -Mv;a "" 71 ..-l.. E "'l 1
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p.462, 23:34b) and then suddenly removed, how could it be the same (how could one

say that the results would be the same)?

kKxgHik (note: LU uhih also said: With regard to people exiled to

the frontier C~J1b\~~~ basically they are used to increase

the number of households there and fill up the frontier. If they

perfonn an act of merit they are allowed to buy their freedom. However,

worthless men mwe given thought to stirring up confusion and reggrd

disastrous situations as fortunate, so that (prisoners) are worse

than ha~xKkax~hkKKtH¥NtxK«XXKstationing troops on the frontier.

fExxaefwmRx All \-le get from t his is trouble \-lith regard to

frontier defense, and no advantages gained by establishirg rewards

for merit. Even though previous ages carried this out,

it basically is not something we should follow.)(end note)

• au-yang ~s iu(~~~~) said to Ying- tsung (1/i.-rx.. :1064-:8) o~
the Sung dynasty: IIFrontier defenses begin in the ;,.,a.st at Lin-fU(A~?

and extend to the areas of Ch'in and LUng(~~~ :Kansu area).

T~is territory extends for over 2,000 lie It is divided into 5 X routes (lu)

and further subdivided into chou (pref)~~.NH~immumuawDill~~KffiXmxrnWh.BXr

and arm es (chUn), of which there are 24. The c hUn and chou are further

subdivided into saek ( ~), ~9 po d£- )and s5ng (~ ), of «>ich

there are close to 200. And all of them must have troops allotted to them

for their defense. For this reaSOl, even though we have many sotaers,

we must subdivide them, and even though the number of men subdividied

as large, the number of those (assigned to each place) must be small.

sends out its forces, they alHays combine the whole force of their country

into one unit when they come. This means that even though we have many

troops, \lhen vIe subdivide them (into smaller units), (the number off

men He have for any individual action) is small, while the number

of enemy soldiers XKxt~ even though small, because they combine
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p.462, 23:34b) them together, they become large. And because their large forces

attack our small forces, we cannot help but be defeated. And this system

of walls and fortress (song, saek)~ is not sufficient for their self-

p.463, 23:35a) defense.m Nevertheless, thegrand generals along the 5 routes (wu-lu)

have divided up their fighting soldiers into~ 24 chou-chun

(prefectural armies). If you want to combine them all together~ and

go out (to fight), then I am afraid that later on (the garrisons?)

will be empty and there will be nothing on hand tto conduct defense.

If you want each of them to remain where they are to defend (their

areas), and 10 combine what's left over (to go out to meet the enemy),

then their numbers will be to small to launch an attack, and if they

have to retreat, they R won't be able to defend themselves. The reason

why we have not been able to send out the troops even though we have

wanted to do so for many years is because of this (the above). Dividing

the troops up into small units to conduct defense is ~xmamxhxmum

XEmmhaxIDKrnifujm~mwtmjmxm~what the writers on military affars
);1 .~ what we have always dor

(ping-ahia~ 'iI~) regard as a great harm. This harm is always with us.

To use :i:imx~~~XEKXU (troops) mo have been

rested against those who have been worn out with xmksk work is

what the writers on military affairs regard as a great advantage.

(f,AJ- iJi/tiJWi\ ~,~.0*-*J J. This advantage is samething

that the other side always has on its side. If at the present time we

can reverse this situation and take what has been harmful to us and

give it to the enemy, and take away from the enemy what has been of

advantage m to them and adopt it for our own, then if we can do this,

end of au-yang
Hsiu

whenever we move (out the troops), we will win victory (will succeed).
~~~

-indented section: Chiu Chun ( VI ~i~ ) says: The frontier---- ---'(the:sMing)
territory defended in~s dynasty extends from xkKx&a Liao-tung in the

east ta Lung and Shu( ~~ ~ J in the West. It is nat ta be compared

with the boundaries of the :ung people, which began with Lin-f~(~tr<r:
in the East) and extended to Ch'in (~ ) and Lung (in {"~~
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p.463, 23:35a) In the height of our dynasty d~ring the Hung-wu and Ying-lo reign

periods (1368-99, 1403-25), eVffi though the number of places we

defended were no more than a few, nevertheless in all cases we Ke~mEm&IDX

mmbirllimlltMJmnxmimElwan£mXJlOOlOOllllI! si t\X.ted t hem in p]a ces where at!

everyone congregated and seized control of the strategic places. We

forts and stations

in number than in

23:35b) brought our people together and consolidated our power, and when the

barbarians came, we had the wherewithal to meet them and we were able

to use our total force in order to control them and win victories.

Ho~ver, since the cheng-t'ung ("J-it~./: 1436-50, Ying-tsung) period,
/. '-"" ,

we divided our forces among the pao and Saek(~~ ) and day by

day increased the number of our soldiers so that they were no less

former days, Nevertheless, even though the number of

i a d;J
(po, saek t ~ )increase in number by the day,

we (ended up with) a situation like that described by Ou-yang Hsiu,

II where even though the number of our troops was large, they were so

subdivided that (the number of men at any given place) was small.

And even though the number of enemy soldiers was small, because they

were gathered together (in one force), they were many (compared to

our troops that they attacked).11 I beg ~ that orders be issued to

great officials who have knowledge of border affairs that they personally

should go to the frontier and investigate the establishment of po and seek

(garrisons and forts). tiixXke~ If they should find that these forts

are located in non-strategic places or that even though they may be

in strategic places, the number of troops there is too small and insufficient

for defending them, they should do away with the ones tmt have been

neglected and take the men from these places and send them to the most

strategic ~reas. If this is done, then the walls and forts will not be

lIemptyll (useless), and the officers and men will all become useful.
I


